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Recently, David Podmore, chair of the BC Pavilion Corporation (PavCo), made a startling proclamation 

that if Vancouver City Council does not approve the Paragon Casino complex at BC Place March 7
th

 

PavCo will not have enough money to pay for the new $563-million stadium roof that is already 

shooting into Vancouver’s skyline. The same Mr. Podmore, while speaking at a Board of Trade 

luncheon, was a short time ago quoted in a local paper as saying, “Just keep in mind as you hear over the 

next few days, it's always easier to be the critic. And you don't have to be as sharp to be blunt. You don't 

have to be as sharp in terms of the accuracy of your statements.” 

 

Well, given the track record of PavCo, Podmore and our public money, it is a good idea that we continue 

to ask sharp, and yes “blunt” questions. 

 

Let’s start with BC Place Stadium itself. Though it has provided entertainment for scores of fans and 

others, the stadium did not deliver on its financial promises. Completed in 1983, it was both outdated 

and unsuitable for its prime purpose. Those who pushed hard for BC Place did so on the gamble that if 

they built it major league baseball would come. The gamble failed. You see the brand new, expensive 

stadium, amongst other problems, had a white roof and the little ball used in the game of baseball is also 

white. The money did not come flowing in as promised, leading some to refer to the Stadium as a white 

elephant. Instead of cash flowing in, the stadium folks often had to dip into public subsidies to pay its 

way. 

 

This brings us to PavCo’s more recent expansion of the Trade and Convention Centre. To put it bluntly, 

the project was approximately 400 million dollars (of public money) over budget. Though, once again, 

there may be some pluses, the Convention Centre was built upon the gamble that the costly expansion 

would mean an ever increasing supply of conventioneers. This at a time when research shows that there 

is a glut of money-losing convention centres throughout North America.. According to PavCo , over the 

past four full years, total attendance at the centre, including trade and consumer shows and special 

events, fell by 24 percent. This is hardly comforting news from the Corporation that does not seem to 

mind spending loads of public money, while disliking sharp and blunt questions. 

 

Next, we come to the new roof, currently under construction, on top of the old BC Place Stadium. You 

may have guessed: it is over budget. What started as a 365 million roof has now become a 563 million 

dollar one, which by the way does not open and close when it is raining. Now, as mentioned, Mr. 

Podmore reports that the roof that has already begun cannot be completed and paid for unless Vancouver 

City Council takes yet another gamble and supports the PavCo proposed casino expansion project. What 

kind of business plan is that? No wonder, Mr. Podmore is uncomfortable with hard questions. 



 

However, in backing the 1994 Mirage Casino proposal, Mr. Podmore is expert in promising benefits 

galore if we only follow his lead. Let me be so bold in saying that once again, the Casino proposal that is 

needed to pay for the expensive roof could also be outdated. Whether you support gambling or not, the 

gambling industry has expanded rapidly over the past 20 years. With that expansion has come a glut of 

gambling facilities. including the on-line government sponsored variety. With this rapid expansion has 

come a host of social and economic costs. Whether the costs outweigh the benefits is in itself a question 

that needs to be debated. 

 

Mr. Podmore seems to be uncomfortable with that debate. He appears seems to want us to trust him and 

take a gamble. However, given his and Pavco’s track record, I, for one, will continue to ask those sharp 

and blunt questions that I feel are necessary, especially given the history of mega-projects in Vancouver. 
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